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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

In the context of the knowledge agenda automated driving 

(knowledgeagenda.connekt.nl/engels/),Rijkswaterstaat commissioned 

TU Delft to write a white paper on ethical issues in automated driving 

to provide a basis for discussion and some recommendations on how 

to take into account this subject when deploying automated vehicles. 

In this paper I present, discuss, and offer some recommendations on 

some major ethical issues presented by the introduction on the public 

road of automated driving systems (ADS), aka self-driving cars. The 

recommended methodology is that of Responsible Innovation and 

Value-Sensitive Design. The concept of “meaningful human control” is 

introduced and proposed as a basis for a policy approach which 

prevents morally unacceptable risks for human safety, and anticipates 

issues of moral and legal responsibility for accidents. The importance 

of the individual rights to safety, access to mobility and privacy is 

highlighted too. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

THE NECESSITY OF AN INTEGRATED ANALYSIS  
 

In the recent “Nota” titled “Bezinning op ethische vraagstukken 

rondom de zelfrijdende auto” prepared by the Dutch Ministry of 

Infrastructure and the Environment, the ethical issues raised by the 

introduction of Automated Driving Systems (henceforth ADS) were 

divided into three levels: a) operational: how automated vehicles 

should (be programmed to) behave under different circumstances (for 

instance in the event of an accident); b) tactical: how the road traffic 

should be regulated given the presence of automated vehicles (for 

instance the interaction between automated and traditional vehicles); 

c) strategic: how should the broader societal impact of automated 

driving system (for instance on individual autonomy, privacy, 

distributive justice) be anticipated, guided, and/or regulated. 

By endorsing and following up on that Nota, in this paper I map, 

present and discuss ethical issues pertaining to all of these three 

levels. However, I argue that this division of levels may not be used 

as a sequential timeline for the societal and political action: we 

should not first analyze the ethical dimension of the vehicle, then the 

traffic implication and finally the broader ethical and societal impact. 

The three dimensions are practically intertwined and have to be 

studied at the same time. In fact, the gradual switch to autonomous 

driving may represent a radical change in transport systems and in 

society more broadly. Therefore, as many ethical implications as 

possible of this switch should be assessed from the beginning: and 

this comprehensive ethical assessment should in turn form the basis 

of a consistent policy covering the three level: operational, tactical 

and strategic. If we are not clear about the ethical values, 

opportunities and risks involved in this switch in general, we can 

hardly properly assess the desirability of any specific technical or 

institutional solution, even at the “simple” operational level. 
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METHODOLOGY:  RESPONSIBLE INNOVATION AND VALUE-
SENSITIVE DESIGN  
 

The “Responsible Innovation” approach in ethics of technology (van 

den Hoven 2013) relies on the idea that ethics needs to be pro-active 

to make a societal difference. We must prevent a situation where 

there is a disconnect between abstract moral discussions and the real 

world of engineering and policy. The basic idea is that ethical 

constraints and aims should become the very shapers of innovations 

at the relevant point in time and a place, where they still can make a 

difference, instead of fuelling political and academic discussions after 

the fact. Therefore in order to realize the ideal of Responsible 

Innovation two important requirements have to be met: a) 

interdisciplinarity: engineers, philosophers, policy-makers and 

stakeholders should actively work together to guide the future 

development of technology, and b) anticipatory analysis: this 

collaboration should happen from the early stages of the 

technological design process, when design options are still open, and 

the development of technology can still be steered. 

Connected to the ideal of Responsible Innovation is the concept of 

Value Sensitive Design or Design for Values (Friedman 1996, van den 

Hoven 2007). If ethics wants to make a difference in the real world of 

technology it needs to take a design stance and use moral 

considerations and values as requirements for the design of 

technologies. In order to achieve this goal, next to the two 

requirement mentioned above (interdisciplinarity and anticipatory 

analysis), value-sensitive design contains two additional challenges: a) 

systematic ethical analysis: we have to clearly identifying as many 

relevant values as possible connected to the development of a given 

technology, and b) we have to embed values in design: translating 

these values into concrete design guidelines, where the term design 

includes both technical design (engineering) and institutional design 

(law and politics) (in what follows the term “socio-technical system” 

will be used to cover the technical and institutional levels). One 

advantage of this methodology is that by proceeding in this design 

oriented and proactive way, value conflicts and tensions may be 

anticipated and some of these may even be overcome and reconciled 

by means of design. It is often argued that this is precisely what 

genuine innovation is about: the introduction of new solutions that 
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accommodate conflicting or competing values that we find difficult to 

satisfy jointly (van den Hoven, Lokhorst, and van de Poel 2012) . 

 

BEYOND ETHICAL DILEMMAS  
 

This methodology also aims to go beyond one particular aspect of the 

current debate on the ethics of ADS: the “thought experiments” on 

tragic moral dilemmas for future ADS. In a series of academic and 

media articles (see e.g. Lin 2015), the reader is asked to imagine a 

future scenario in which a fully autonomous vehicle (without any 

human driving control onboard or remote supervision) faces an 

emergency situation in which a crash is unavoidable and the only 

choice open is one between hitting two or more different “targets”; 

according to different variations of the story, the autonomous vehicle 

has the “choice” to hit an old person or a young one; a motorist with a 

helmet and one without helmet; some innocent bystanders or an 

object which will kill the passengers of the vehicle, etc. How should 

the programmer instruct the vehicle to behave in these and similar 

circumstances? And who should take the decision (the programmer, 

the owner, the manufacturer)? The declared goal of one of the 

proponents of these cases is to show that “ethics matter for self-

driving vehicles” (Lin 2015), and if one looks at the interest that these 

hypothetical cases have raised in the media and in the public debate, 

it can be said that this general goal has been achieved.  

However, one problem with this approach is that while raising 

awareness on the ethical dimension of autonomous driving it doesn’t 

offer any clear methodology to develop an ethics of automated 

driving systems. The reason for this is twofold: first, the approach is 

based on one particular futuristic scenario, in which fully autonomous 

vehicles are present in society, they operate in mixed traffic, one 

(individual) agent has the chance to freely decide on the 

programming, etc.; secondly, it addresses only one specific 

controversial ethical issue that may emerge in that particular 

scenario, that of the moral programming of the behaviour of 

autonomous vehicles in tragic, and dilemmatic emergency 

circumstances where a forced choice between the damaging of 

different human persons is requested.  
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In contrast with this approach, and on the basis of the principles of 

Responsible Innovation and  Value-sensitive Design presented above, 

I recommend: a) to not take for granted any specific future scenario 

but rather exploring many different options until they are still open 

(we might decide that some specific future scenarios should not even 

realize); b) to broaden the scope of the ethical analysis as to include 

more societal and normative issues (not only specific and 

controversial ethical dilemmas); c) to take a pro-active attitude which 

tries to anticipate and avoid by design the realization of tragic moral 

dilemmas in the first place.  

OVERVIEW OF THE ETHICAL ISSUES OF ADS 

 
SAFETY  
 

Current vehicular traffic, it is often argued, is not sustainable, often 

inefficient and dangerous. Safety is particularly relevant from an 

ethical point of view. It has been convincingly argued that it is simply 

morally unacceptable to die while using the transport systems and 

that the system designers have the moral responsibility to prevent the 

realization of (fatal) accidents (Nihlén Fahlquist 2006, 2009). Insofar 

as the introduction of automated driving systems promises to reduce 

the number of accidents caused by human error, there may be a 

moral obligation for policy makers to promote the introduction of 

these systems in society. 

However, reducing the impact of human drivers’ errors is not the only 

obligation we have as a society. We also have an obligation to guide 

innovation without introducing new unpredictable risks for human 

life. 

 

MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONT ROL AND RESPONSIBILITY  

 

In order to avoid the introduction of unwanted new risks for human 

safety, the introduction of ADS – I claim – should be done in such a 

way that “meaningful human control” over the behaviour of the 

system is always preserved. This can be done either by an appropriate 

design of a partial automation system, or by an appropriate design of 

a supervised automation system. Meaningful human control might in 
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principle be maintained also in a fully automated system, but 

achieving this combination may be problematic in the current state of 

art of technology and legislation.  

 

Moreover, the introduction of ADS should be done in parallel with the 

introduction of new schemes for legal responsibility that prevent 

“responsibility gaps”, both in criminal and in tort law. 

 

RIGHTS  

 

The introduction of ADS may also take into account from the very 

beginning some basic individual rights and interests, including: the 

right to physical integrity (the “new victims” problem), the right to 

have access to basic transport service (especially underserved 

groups), and the right to privacy. 

 

A  PRO-ACTIVE ETHICAL APPROACH  

 

From the proposed pro-active, “design” perspective, the general 

overarching ethical question about the future of ADS can be 

formulated in the new, following way: how can designers and policy 

makers comply with the moral obligation to make traffic safer, more 

sustainable and efficient via ADS while at the same time avoiding 

unreasonable risks, maintaining human accountability and respecting 

competing vital interests and individual rights like the right to life and 

physical integrity and the right to privacy.  

    

THE TRANSITION TOWARDS AUTOMATION 2 
 

Worldwide automated driving is subject to intensive R&D, driven by 

the expectation that automated driving may deliver a breakthrough in 

making road traffic safer, more efficient and more sustainable. Much 

attention has been devoted to the futuristic scenario of cities 

swarmed with driverless automated vehicles (full automation). I think 

                                                                 
2
 The content of this section is based on various conversations with Prof Bart van 

Arem from the department Transport and Planning at the Faculty of Civil 
Engineering at TU Delft. The responsibility for the content remains the sole author’s. 
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that given the current state of art of technology and legal regulation 

this is not a realistic and desirable scenario to pursue in the short 

run (more on this below). I therefore focus on two emerging 

transitions toward automation that appear to be realistic in the 

coming 10-15 years.  

 

The first transition starts from current road vehicles towards vehicles 

increasingly equipped with automated driving function, potentially 

leading to dual mode vehicles that can be driven either manually or in 

automated mode (partial automation). In automated mode the 

responsibility for steering, acceleration, deceleration, environmental 

monitoring and back up performance resides in an automated system. 

The automated mode may be restricted to special conditions such as 

well-maintained, well-mapped and well-marked motorways.  

 

A second transition takes place starting from single mode ‘pods’ that 

are fully computer controlled and drive at low speeds on special 

tracks separated from other traffic. The transition takes place through 

the expansion of the network to which the vehicles are admitted, by 

allowing operation in mixed traffic and increasing the operational 

speed. While operating in automated mode, the ‘pods’ are 

continuously monitored by a (possibly remote) human supervisor 

(supervised automation).   

 

Although automated driving may be enjoying the use of colossal 

progress in information, sensing and computing research, I expect 

that the stepping stones for the coming 10-15 years will continue to 

involve a human driver or supervisor in the loop in some way and be 

restricted to specific operating conditions. One of the major 

challenges in the responsible introduction of automated driving we 

are facing is (1) which design of partial or supervised automation are 

desirable (2) under which operating and societal conditions.  
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ADS,  ETHICAL ISSUES AND DESIGN CHALLENGES  

 
LESSONS FROM THE AUTONOMOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS 

DEBATE  

 

The perspective of future development of fully autonomous robotic 

systems (operating without any human supervision) has already 

raised deep ethical, societal and legal concerns; the biggest concerns 

have been put forward in relation to a possible development and use 

of autonomous weapon systems in warfare (AWS, sometimes called 

“killer robots”) (Human Rights Watch 2012). Whereas unlike AWS, 

civilian Autonomous Driving systems (ADS) are not designed to 

injure or kill, still they may accidentally do so.  Therefore, some of 

the ethical and legal concerns raised in relation to the deployment of 

fully autonomous (weapon) systems in warfare may also apply to ADS 

(Lin 2015).  

 

Two main ethical concerns raised in relation to military robots 

arguably apply also to ADS:  

a) it may be morally wrong to give a technical system full control 

over dangerous and potentially lethal activities (Asaro 2012, Wagner 

2014), at least insofar as the system cannot replicate the relevant 

subtle ways of human (moral) thinking;   

b) the use of ADS may create undesired gaps in responsibility 

attributions for damages caused by a reckless behaviour of the system 

(Matthias 2004). 

 

“MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONT ROL”  

 

In order to address these concerns, in the recent political debate on 

autonomous weapon systems the concept of “meaningful human 

control” has been put center stage (Horowitz and Scharre 2015). The 

notion of “meaningful human control” tries to captures three ideas.  

 

Firstly, simple human presence or “being in the loop” is not a 

sufficient condition for being in control of an activity. It is not 

sufficient because one can be present in the sense of being able to 

influence some parts of the system by causal intervention, while (a) 

not being able to influence other parts of the causal chains that could 
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be seen as even more relevant than the parts one can influence or (b) 

without having enough information or options to influence the 

process, for instance if the human task consists in “merely pushing a 

button reflexively when a light goes on” (Horowitz and Scharre 2015).  

 

Secondly, controlling in the sense of being in the position of causally 

influencing the process and/or the outcome of a (military) activity 

through one’s intentional actions might not be a sufficient condition 

for meaningful control either, for instance if one does not have the 

capacity or the motivation to direct the activity in the (morally) right 

way.  

 

Thirdly and relatedly, whereas some forms of legal responsibility (tort 

liability, strict liability) require only that the agent have relatively 

simple forms of causal control over events, other forms of legal 

responsibility (typically criminal responsibility) usually require stricter 

control conditions of knowledge, intention, capacity and opportunity; 

therefore no matter how strong the political will to keep some human 

responsible or accountable for the behaviour of autonomous systems, 

attributions of (criminal) responsibility that are not grounded in the 

relevant control conditions may turn out to be not only morally unfair 

but also ultimately difficult to enforce in tribunals. From this 

perspective, meaningful human control is required to make sure that 

every time that a potentially wrong (criminal) action is performed, for 

instance an injury or killing due to the reckless or negligent behaviour 

of a driving system some human agent is morally and legally liable (be 

it the programmer, the manufacturer, the driver, the traffic 

supervisor, etc.). 

 

“MEANINGFUL”  DOES NOT MEAN DIRECT   

 

It is important to note that “meaningful human control” does not 

require as a necessary condition that a human directly controls every 

aspect of the operation of the system. Meaningful human control may 

be seen as close to Andy Clark’s concept of “ecological control” in the 

philosophy of mind and human action. Ecological control is “the kind 

of top-level control that does not micro-manage every detail, but 

rather encourages substantial devolvement of power and 

responsibility” (Clark 2007:101). Clark sees the distribution of tasks – 
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to sub-personal unconscious mechanisms, or even to external tools – 

as a crucial factor even in everyday human control of one own’s 

action. As applied to the behaviour of ADS the idea of ecological 

control entails that: a human agent A may be in control of an action 

performed by an autonomous system S provided that S is part of a 

system Y whose general functioning is guided by the moral and 

practical reasons of A; in particular, the distribution of tasks to 

different parts of the system is such as to allow the system to be 

responsive to the relevant moral and practical aims of A (cf. Di Nucci 

and Santoni de Sio 2014, Santoni de Sio and van den Hoven 

manuscript).  

 

In this perspective some kinds of delegation may preserve 

meaningful human control, namely those in which the system as a 

whole (in the case of ADS: vehicle + technical infrastructure + 

social/legal institutions) is designed in such a way as to properly 

“respond” to the relevant moral and legal reasons of the human 

designers and users. As with military robots, also with civilian ADS, the 

major ethical challenge is that of elaborating a detailed theory of 

what “meaningful human control” exactly means (UNIDIR 2014, 

Horowitz and Scharre 2015); and to try to translate this into specific 

legal regulations and design guidelines for policy-makers and 

technical designers. 

 

In what follows, I present what I see as the three main options open 

for the future of ADS: partial automation, supervised automation, and 

full automation, and I try to assess under which technical and 

social/legal conditions these forms of automation can remain under 

“meaningful human control”.  

 

PARTIAL AUTOMATION  
 

PARTIAL AUTOMATION UNDER MEANINGFUL HUMAN 

CONTROL  

 

Equipping vehicles with partial automation means assisting the 

human driver with more and more automated functions while at the 

same time expecting her to still perform certain driving activities. The 
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Tesla autopilot discussed in the Appendix to this paper is one 

example, but other companies have similar assisting driving 

technologies. 

From the point of view of meaningful human control the ideal 

scenario is probably one in which there is a clear division of the tasks: 

the automated mode takes over only in special conditions such as 

well-maintained, well-mapped and well-marked motorways, whereas 

the human driver remains in charge in all other scenarios. This 

scenario looks safe from the point of view of meaningful human 

control because in both modes the vehicles clearly respond to the 

motivations and intentions of some humans: to the driver’s when 

she is driving, to the reasons of the vehicle designer and the road 

planner when the vehicle is in the automated mode; this is true 

assuming that the interaction between vehicle and infrastructure has 

been properly designed and sufficiently tested. Also a fair application 

of moral and legal responsibility seems to be possible in this case: 

when the driver is (legitimately) in charge of the vehicle she is 

responsible for it; when she (legitimately) hands over the control to 

the vehicle-system, then designers of the vehicle and/or road system 

are morally responsible for mistakes. 

 

PARTIAL AUTOMATION OUT OF MEANINGFUL HU MAN 

CONTROL  

 

A more problematic scenario of partial automation is one in which the 

human driver and the technical system share the control of the 

vehicle, for instance the human driver may decide to leave the 

automated system the control of some dynamic operations like 

steering and braking, provided that she remains ready to intervene to 

perform some specific performance, for instance in the event of an 

unexpected problematic situation. One issue raised by this scenario is 

that of trust calibration: on the one hand, humans may overestimate 

the capacity of the vehicle and not intervening even when required 

(overdelegation); on the other hand humans may underestimate the 

capacity of the system (and/or overestimate their own capacities) and 

keeping or taking control when it would be safer to leave the vehicle 

operate autonomously (underdelegation). The system might here not 

be under meaningful human control, insofar as, even though the 

distribution of tasks in the socio-technical system is properly designed 
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to guarantee an appropriate response of the vehicle to the external 

circumstances, still the human driver is not equipped with the 

motivational capacity to realize this distribution of tasks (for 

instance the driver tends to use the “autopilot” mode also when not 

recommended). 

 

Another risk is that of a bad design of the transition between machine 

and human control. This may happen, for instance, when though the 

human driver is rightly motivated to take and shift control according 

to the design requirements, she may not have psychological capacity 

to properly drive the vehicle once in control, for instance because of 

the too short time available to regain awareness of the circumstances. 

 

PARTIAL AUTOMATION AND MEANINGFUL HUMAN 

CONTROL:  TECHNICAL AND NORMAT IVE CHALLENGES  

 

The design challenge of preserving meaningful human control in 

partial automation is complex. We need to understand what the ideal 

distribution of tasks between human driver and automated system 

would be both a) from a technical point of view: who can do what 

better? and b) from a social and psychological point of view: how to 

make sure that the human will be able and motivated to do his part 

when requested? Then we need to implement this distribution in an 

appropriate design of a socio-technical system, including new systems 

of training and licensing for users.  

One technical challenge to be addressed with partial automation 

would be to design an interface that is as transparent and 

“accountable” as possible to the human driver, such that he is able to 

have a clear picture of what circumstances are, what he is supposed 

to do and how (de Greef 2016).  

One normative issue would be to decide how much freedom should 

the driver be left under different circumstance to comply with the 

indication of the system. Assuming that she cannot be forced to leave 

the control of the vehicle, as this would be in violation of the principle 

of individual freedom, it is reasonable to assume that she may not just 

be neutrally informed that she should take/leave control, but she may 

also be nudged to do so.  
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SUPERVISED AUTOMATION  
 

SUPERVISED AUTOMATION  AND MEANINGFUL HUMAN 

CONTROL  
  

Currently, single mode ‘pods’ already exist that are fully computer 

controlled and drive at low speeds on special tracks separated from 

other traffic (e.g. the “Wepods” currently tested in the Netherlands). 

We can imagine that in the near future, the network to which these 

vehicles are admitted is expanded and eventually these are allowed 

some operation in mixed traffic, possibly with an increased 

operational speed. While operating in automated mode, the ‘pods’ 

are continuously monitored by a (possibly remote) human 

supervisor (supervised automation). This scenario has the following 

advantages. First, whereas the control of the system is in a way 

shared between humans and machine, as no human driver is present 

onboard, the human tasks are discharged by trained professionals 

who sit in a remote control room, and therefore do not operate under 

time or emotional pressure.  

 

Meaningful human control may be achieved here by a combination of 

design of smart infrastructure and appropriate (remote) human 

supervision. In order to extend this model as far as becoming largely 

available in cities, a substantive redesign of the urban landscape is in 

order. But this is not necessarily a negative aspect: one important 

drive behind the ADS “revolution” is arguably the idea of going 

beyond the current model of urban traffic centred on private, human-

driven vehicles. 

 

INSIGHTS FROM CIVIL AVIATION? 

 

One possible methodological suggestion in order to develop a model 

of supervised automation would be to look at the problems and 

solutions of control in civil aviation, where airplanes are flown and 

controlled via a combination of human control onboard, automated 

pilot but also complex mechanisms of remote traffic control. 
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FULL AUTOMATION  
 

FULL AUTOMATION AND “MEANINGFUL HUMAN 

CONTROL”?  
 

Finally, removing the human driver from the loop of the driving 

system as proposed, for instance, by Google vehicles does not 

necessarily mean losing meaningful human control. However, 

maintaining this control would be very difficult and it is an open 

question how long it may take for technology and society to be ready 

to introduce “fully autonomous” vehicles which do not risk to go out 

of meaningful human control; that is, they will be sufficiently 

responsive to the moral and legal reasons of humans who design, use 

and interact with these vehicles (Hearing Self-Driving Cars  2016).  

 

THE ETHICS OF TRIAL-AND-ERROR  
 

A first problem with a full automation like the one proposed and 

advertised by Google, is that its efficiency is based on learning 

through a huge acquisition and elaboration of data: this means that in 

order to reach a sufficient level of responsiveness to a fair number of 

different circumstances a full autonomous vehicle has to “learn” to 

drive on the real roads for a very long time. In the section on the 

“Responsible Innovation and special testing zones” below, I argue that 

such a trial-and-error procedure is not socially responsible: no 

matter how good the end-point result might be, we should not allow 

for systematic learning-by-mistakes trials of not-yet-proven safe 

technology in the real world, any more than we would allow for trial-

and-error introduction of life-saving medicines on the market. We’d 

rather have to make first controlled tests to actively prevent fatal 

effects to occur. 

 

MACHINE LEARNING AND BAD MASTERS  

 

Moreover, as it would simply be impossible to test all potential 

autonomous vehicles behaviours under all possible circumstances, 

due to the dynamic nature of the real-life environments in which they 

will operate, unpredictable outcomes are in principle always possible. 
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One recent example of a Artificial Intelligence fail is the Microsoft 

“chatbot” Tay, a robot Twitter user switched off after few days 

because it has learnt from users to make racist and discriminatory 

comments. This has been a relatively innocuous accident, which still 

sheds some light on a twofold risk of adopting a machine learning 

approach in open environments: machines could learn from anything 

and anyone; in the case of ADS from the rule-abiding and reasonable 

human driver, from the naughty but still reasonable one but also from 

the reckless and dangerous ones; in addition, by knowing that such 

open systems are circulating ill-intentioned persons may intentionally 

trick the them into behaving in undesirable and dangerous way. 

 

MIXING INTELLIGENCES  

 

Thirdly and relatedly, fully autonomous vehicles will have to interact 

with other road users, and even assuming that they will be able to 

comply with all traffic rules, they will have to coordinate with 

different cognitive and behavioural styles especially in the 

interpretation and application of these rules. One big challenge of this 

scenario is the interaction between different kinds of intelligence.  

 

On the one hand, we may want ADS to strictly and rigidly abide by the 

traffic rules; but this may create a gap in the interaction with human 

users who typically adopt a more reasonable, flexible, experience-

based, sometimes loose and even naughty interpretation of the rules 

of traffic. On the other hand, assuming that we want automated 

vehicles to learn to reason like humans, that is to make case-by-case 

evaluations of circumstances rather than rigidly applying top-down 

rules and procedures we would again need to allow for a massive use 

of learning machines on the road, with the risks for control described 

above.  

 

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION  BETWEEN HUMAN AND 

ROBOTIC ROAD USERS  
 

Finally, fully autonomous vehicles operating in mixed traffic will face 

the issue of the communication with humans. A good part of 

everyday communication between humans happens through non-

verbal communication (body language or sign language); this is even 
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more true in road traffic condition, where verbal communication is 

most of the time impossible. Humans communicate their intentions 

and attitudes to each other via conventional signs, gestures, etc. 

Entering this arena might be particularly problematic for a robotic 

vehicle. In her recent hearing at the US Senate, Duke researcher Mary 

Cummings pointed out that current autonomous vehicles would be 

for instance unable to follow the indication of a policeman (“Hearing 

Self-Driving Cars | Video | C-SPAN.org” 2016). 

 

The design challenge is here twofold: on the one hand, new 

automated vehicles may be equipped with systems from 

interpreting and conveying simple conventional message (for 

instance, leds blinking to “tell” a pedestrian: “I have seen you, I will 

wait for you to cross the road”). On the other hand human drivers 

might have to learn to understand, anticipate and smoothly interact 

with automated driving systems, and this would require: a) the 

creation of a new repertoire of signs and conventions; b) an 

introduction of this capacity in the licensing procedures; c) a system 

to prevent, discourage and penalise the intentional gaming or tricking 

of autonomous vehicles by human users. 

 

RESPONSIBLE INNOVATION AND “SPECIAL TESTING 

ZONES”  
 

From a broader societal perspective, ADS developers who want to 

design for complex socio-technical values like meaningful human 

control may face the following dilemma: they need to make reliable 

tests on the interaction between complex systems and real people in 

a real environment: a real city. However, doing tests with real people 

in real cities is morally prohibited until the technology has proven to 

be safe enough. This may lead to a stalemate in the progress of 

innovation. In order to address this problem, the Japanese cities of 

Fukuoka, Osaka, Gifu, Kanagawa and Tsukuba have created “special 

zones” for the testing of robotic technologies, under the incentive of 

a special legislation of the Japanese government (Weng et al. 2015). 

 

The “special zone” solves this problem by creating a controlled space 

within the real society where general regulations on the use of robots 
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are adjusted in order to allow for the presence of some test robots, 

which have already been proven to be safe in laboratory; on the other 

hand, special precautions are taken in order to prevent serious 

accidents and undesired outcomes, for instance persons entering the 

zone receive specific information, there are specific signs, and 

possibly specific insurance schemes to cover unexpected damages. 

 

The general goal of a “special zone” is that of acquiring reliable 

information about the precise nature and scope of specific robots’ 

impact in real cities, while avoiding the risks of a hasty and 

irresponsible introduction. This will allow to achieve two specific 

goals: a) boosting the research and design of robots which guarantee 

high levels of autonomy while at the same time guaranteeing safety 

and human responsibility; b) helping institutions and policy-makers to 

develop well-informed policies and legal regulations for the 

responsible introduction and use of robots in the cities of the future. 

 

“RESPONSIBILITY GAPS”   
 

CRIMES  
 

Another great concern raised in the ethical literature on autonomous 

robots is that their use may lead to unacceptable “responsibility 

gaps” (Matthias 2004, Sparrow 2007, Di Nucci and Santoni de Sio 

2016), circumstances in which a serious accident happens and nobody 

can be reasonably held responsible or accountable due to the 

unpredictability or opaqueness of the process leading to the accident. 

Again, this concern is particularly serious in warfare, where serious 

crimes can be committed, triggering major moral and legal obligations 

which only humans can fulfill: to account for crimes, to offer moral 

remedy and economic compensation to the victims, to have someone 

publicly held blameworthy and punished etc (Saxon 2016, Meloni 

2016).  

 

However, similar concerns may arise also with ADS: as the American 

judge LJ Hale once wrote, cars are “potentially dangerous weapons” 

(Eagle v Chambers), whose reckless or negligent use sometimes 

amounts to a crime. Also in relation to road traffic, it is therefore 
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necessary to design the system in such a way that dangerous 

behaviour by ADS are prevented, and when this happens it is possible 

to have some human agent accountable, liable and punishable for 

that. Given the different distributions of control presented above, this 

should not necessarily be the “driver”, but it might be a designer, a 

programmer or a controller. Here again, a comparison with the legal 

distribution of (criminal) responsibility in complex partially automated 

transport like train or aviation systems may be helpful to develop a 

legal policy. 

 

 

TORTS  

 

Road traffic also raises important issues of tort liability: who should 

pay for the costs of the accident. From a legal perspective the 

introduction of ADS presents at least three new issues (Pagallo 2013: 

110): first, the law has so far seen robots and autonomous systems 

merely as tools and not as agents and doesn’t seem equipped to cope 

with the presence of non-human intelligent systems (see also Calo 

2016); secondly and relatedly, when systems equipped with complex 

artificial intelligence are used the driver/owner may not always be 

responsible for the behaviour of the system: sometimes others 

should, other times nobody may, for instance in the event of a 

malfunctioning that no reasonable person could have predicted; in 

this respect things can be even more complex in the case of a shared 

vehicle, where owner and user do not coincide (see section below on 

ownership); third, unlike what happens for instance with robo-

traders, liability for road accidents concern also “extra-contractual” 

third parties, that is parties not bound by any contractual relationship 

with the owner/driver (a typical example here would be an unknown 

pedestrian).  

 

INSIGHTS FROM TORT LAW  

 

According to current tort law an agent can be held liable to pay for a 

damage either based on fault liability, when the damage has been 

caused by a breach of a standard of reasonable behaviour, or based 

on strict liability, that is independently from any fault. Varieties of 
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strict liability would be: vicarious responsibility, when the defendant is 

held liable for the damage caused by another agent connected to the 

defendant by a special legal relationship, i.e. employer-employee or 

parent-son/daughter; and product liability, when the defendant, 

typically a company, is held liable for a damage caused by a defective 

product.  

 

If the law sticks to its current attitude of considering robotics 

systems as mere products or tools rather than agents, the only 

available applicable laws in the case of an accident involving ADS will 

be fault liability and product liability: that is, a compensation will be 

due to the plaintiff in either of the following two case: a) the driver, 

the manufacturer or the programmer have breached a recognized 

standard of precaution in the production/use of the ADS (fault 

liability); b) the manufacturer is held strictly liable for the 

malfunctioning of the ADS (independently from her fault). Fault 

liability has the advantage of being fair to the human actors, as it 

applies only to negligent behaviour; its downside is that it will 

arguably not apply to many accidents where the malfunctioning of the 

system was fairly unpredictable, so that some damages may remain 

not covered, to the disappointment of the plaintiffs. Strict liability has 

the advantage of always guaranteeing a compensation to the 

plaintiffs, while putting a high burden on programmers and 

manufacturers. In a nutshell, fault liability may create legitimate 

public discontent, strict liability may discourage innovation.  

 

One alternative solution would be for the law to start considering ADS 

as agents, and applying some form of vicarious responsibility to their 

“parents” or “employers”. However, it is not clear who should count 

as a parent or employer here (the manufacturer, the programmer, the 

owner, the user, etc.) and any of the party burdened with this strict 

liability may criticize the fairness of such a scheme. 

 

INSIGHTS FROM ROMAN LAW  

 

In order to strike a fair balance between the different interests 

involved in these scenarios, some academic lawyers have suggested 

to look at one institution typical of the Roman law: the peculium. In 

The Human Use of Human Beings (1950), the father of cybernetics, 
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Norbert Wiener, wrote that “the automatic machine … is the precise 

equivalent of slave labor.” (cited by Pagallo 2013: 102). This 

comparison may be appropriate also from a legal point of view, since 

in ancient Rome slaves were considered as things that still could 

perform some social activities. The peculium was a limited amount of 

money assigned to these slaves to do some activities on behalf of 

their master. It aimed to strike a balance between the claim of the 

masters not to be dilapidated by their slaves’ businesses and 

commercial activities (as the slave responsibility was limited by the 

amount of their available peculium) and the interest of the slaves’ 

counterparties to safely transact with them (Pagallo 2013: 103). It has 

been suggested that a “digital peculium” may be created to give 

robotic agents, including ADS, a limited capacity to pay for damages 

that cannot be traced to any fault or liability of their human 

“masters”. The question remains, who should fund the digital 

peculium, and how to determine its value. One promising solution 

would be to create a sort of insurance scheme to fund the digital 

peculium. 

 

“DESIGNING”  AND “TESTING”  TORT  LIABILITY  

 

Designing legal constructions to cover for damages of automated 

driving systems is another challenging “design” task. Unlike criminal 

law, which is based on the principle of the rule of law, namely on the 

necessity of having clear (prohibitive) rules set in advance, civil law 

also strongly rely on the societal experience: standards of reasonable 

behaviour in different areas of life are elaborated over time, risks and 

damages are assigned a monetary value through the accumulation of 

experience of similar cases, and so forth. With the introduction of 

ADS, lawyers and legislators are facing a problem similar to that faced 

by technical designers and programmers: the lack of “data” to 

determine the relevant “parameters”. Assuming, for instance, that 

they want to introduce a system like the “digital peculium” funded by 

an insurance scheme (see the previous section), it would not be easy 

to determine the values of the peculium and of the insurance 

premiums, in the absence of any record or precedent. From this 

perspective the idea of “special testing zones” presented above may 

reveal decisive also from a legal point of view. They may be used not 

only to make controlled tests on technical aspects of ADS but also to 
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start acquiring data about legal and economic aspects of the 

interaction between humans and ADS.   

 

RIGHTS  
 

Ethical research has highlighted some important limits of so-called 

“cost-benefit analyses” in ex-ante policy analyses, and of the 

“utilitarian” approach on which it is grounded (van Wee and Roeser 

2013). The most important limits concern: CBA not taking into 

sufficient consideration “deontological constrains”, i.e. the moral 

duties and rights of individuals;  CBA focusing more on the 

“aggregate” results of a policy, and not being sufficiently sensitive to 

the issue of a fair distribution of benefits over different groups or 

individual in society. A responsible introduction of ADS shouls take 

into account also these non-utilitarian elements. 

 

“NEW VICTIMS”:  RIGHT ,  RESPONSIBILITIES ,  AND LONG-
TERM EFFECTS OF POLI CIES  

 

While considering the potential impact of the introduction of ADS on 

the safety of transport, one important consideration is certainly 

whether this introduction will lead to an overall reduction of (fatal) 

accidents. However, I have argued above that there are ethical 

constrains to the process through which we try to get to desired 

reduction of accidents (see the section “The ethics of trial-and-error” 

above). Another important issue is whether and how this introduction 

will change the distribution of the risks of losses and damages across 

different (groups of) people in society. Let’s assume for instance, that 

the introduction of ADS will considerably reduce the number of losses 

and damages among vehicle drivers and passengers while at the same 

time also (slightly) increasing the number of losses among 

pedestrians. Would such a scenario be morally acceptable? Whereas, 

based on a simple utilitarian interpretation, such a scenario may look 

acceptable (the overall death toll would be lower), two objections 

may be advanced, one based on the normative positions of the 

actors involved (their rights and responsibilities), the other based on 

the long-term effect of a policy.   
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THE RIGHT NOT TO BE INTENTIONALLY INJURED OR KILL 

AND THE ROLE OF PUBLIC AUTHORITY  

 

The legal-philosophical literature on the “doctrine of necessity” 

(Dennis 2008) shows that our legal systems set quite stringent limits 

to the use of intentional force on innocent persons, even when some 

other, possibly greater, evils can be avoided by the use of force. For 

instance, it is usually legally forbidden to intentionally injure or kill an 

innocent person P in order to save other people A, B, C from a threat 

which is not related to the behaviour of P. This prohibition is 

grounded in the individual right to life and physical integrity. So, it 

may be thought that this prohibition applies also to the developers of 

a policy on road traffic (Santoni de Sio, manuscript): a reduction of the 

losses of motor vehicle drivers may not be achieved, for instance, via 

an expected increase in the losses among pedestrians or cyclists. On 

the other hand, unlike private citizens, the public authority does have 

the legitimate power to decide to penalize one specific group of 

citizens in order to pursue what it considers to be the “public good”, 

so that looking at individual rights may not be enough to decide on 

this issue (Christie 1999).  

 

SPECIAL RESPONSIBILIT IES OF (PRIVATE)  MOTOR 

VEHICLES USERS  
 

Another relevant aspect to consider here is the normative relationship 

between (private) motor vehicle users and other road users. Current 

law puts a high duty of care on motor vehicle drivers, based on the 

fact that they handle “potentially dangerous weapons” (LJ Hale In 

Eagle v Chambers). It is reasonable to think that a similar or even 

higher burden should be put on designers and/or users of (private) 

ADS. In fact, even assuming that future AVs will be safer than current 

ones in the sense of causing lesser accidents due to the elimination of 

the impact of human drivers errors, ADS will still be potentially more 

dangerous than bicycles or pedestrians in the sense of having a higher 

potential for causing serious losses and damages to third parties in 

the event of a crash. In addition, according to current tort law the 

duty of care of drivers towards pedestrians extends as far to cover 

most of the damages that could be prevented by the driver’s diligent 

behaviour, no matter how negligent the behaviour of pedestrians 
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might be. Therefore, the enhanced ability for crash avoidance 

brought by artificial intelligence may put an even higher duty of care 

on those who want to introduce new vehicles on the public road.  

 

“SPIRIT”  AND LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF ADS  POLICIES  

 

An additional reason to maintain a stringent obligation to not harm 

pedestrians, cyclists and other road users on the part of motor 

vehicles designers and users is that this is in the deep and long-term 

interest of a consistent policy oriented at creating a safer, more 

sustainable and efficient traffic. We should avoid the paradoxical 

scenario in which the presence of ADS on the road is perceived as 

threatening the safety of those who do not use motor vehicles, as this 

scenario might eventually create an incentive to use motor vehicles 

also for those who would be able and willing to not do so; and so 

reducing (or even eliminating) one or more of the beneficial goals of 

the policy. In other words, and here comes another “design 

challenge”, we should strive to both increase safety, sustainability, 

efficiency of vehicular traffic and maintaining cities as pedestrian- and 

cyclist-friendly as possible.  

 

ACCESS TO MOBILITY  

 

Another related problem of a simple “cost-benefit” approach to a 

policy on ADS is that it may lead to neglect the distribution of benefits 

across different (groups of) citizens. It is often stated that ADS may be 

particularly beneficial for minority groups who cannot drive 

traditional vehicles, for instance due to age, physical and 

psychological conditions, and the like; and that this is a moral reason 

to support the introduction of ADS. However, whether the 

introduction of ADS will in fact benefit these groups depends not only 

on the availability of the technology but also, and crucially, on its 

accessibility: economic and technical.  Different socio-technical 

design choices may produce different outcomes in terms of 

accessibility. Relevant factors include: the cost of the ADS vehicles; 

whether ADS vehicles will be mainly private or also utilized in public 

services; whether they will be utilized in car-sharing schemes; 

whether the access to ADS public or shared services will require 
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specific technical (use of digital technologies) or economic capabilities 

(costly subscriptions), and whether there will be appropriate 

programs aimed to provide underserved groups with these 

capabilities.  

 

PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION  

 

From a technical point of view, many of the valuable goals listed and 

discussed so far: safety, accountability, accessibility may be achieved 

by a huge acquisition, storage and elaboration of data. Both partial 

automation and supervised automation systems  may need to acquire 

a huge amount of data about the behaviour of the vehicles and their 

drivers or passengers via sensing and communication technologies. 

Moreover, by being equipped with sensors and cameras, the vehicles 

are also likely to incidentally acquire many data on other road users 

interacting with them.  

 

Two ethical and societal risks highlighted in the ethical literature on 

privacy and data protection (e.g. van Den Hoven 2008) are clearly 

present also in the case of ADS. Firstly, ADS may be the target of cyber 

attacks or hacking. Secondly, the massive acquisition and storage of 

personal data about road users may threaten their moral autonomy in 

two ways: a) by creating an information asymmetry:  a huge quantity 

of information about individual persons may become available to 

those who own or control transport infrastructures. This information 

may be used to benefit citizens, but there is also a risk that it will be 

collected and used against the interests of minorities or even the 

majority of people and in violation of their rights; b) by creating an 

imbalance of power: similarly, a dramatic increase in the information 

capabilities of governments or other agencies may enhance their 

capacity to promote the citizen’s safety and well-being, but this 

capacity may also be used to control, coerce, exploit, discriminate and 

even oppress people. 

 

Serious ethical issues of privacy and data protection have emerged in 

relation to the current use of digital technologies. We now have an 

advantage: ADS are not yet on the road, and we have the chance to 

regulate the acquisition, storage and sharing of personal data in 
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advance, based on the experience and mistakes from these other 

sectors. 

 

APPENDIX:  THE TESLA AUTOPILOT FATAL 

ACCIDENT OF MAY 7T H  2016 
 

During the preparation of this paper the first fatal accident involving a 

vehicle equipped with an automated driving system – a Tesla Model S 

– has been reported.  

 

THE ACCIDENT  

 

On Saturday, May 7th, 2016, a 2015 Tesla Model S, traveling on US 

Highway 27A, west of Williston, Florida, struck and passed beneath a 

2014 Freightliner Cascadia truck-tractor in combination with a 53-foot 

semitrailer. The 40-year-old driver and sole occupant of the Tesla died 

as a result of the crash. System performance data revealed that the 

driver was operating the car using the advanced driver assistance 

features Traffic-Aware Cruise Control and Autosteer lane keeping 

assistance  (“Highway Preliminary Report HWY16FH018” 2016).  

 

WHAT DOES THE TESLA ACCIDENT SAY  

 

As the investigations on the accident are still in progress I won’t 

express any opinion about the causes of this particular accidents or 

the responsibility of the parties involved in it. However, based on the 

general description of the accident made available by the authorities, 

I will quickly address the question: What, if anything, does the actual 

occurrence of a fatal accident involving an autonomous driving system 

say about the ethical approach presented in this paper. My answer, in 

a nutshell, is that the occurrence of such an accident confirms the 

soundness of the proposed ethical approach. In fact: 

1) according to the proposed pro-active ethical approach (value-

sensitive design), it is the responsibility of designers and policy-

makers to see to it that the introduction of ADS does not create 

new serious and unpredictable risks for human safety; from this 

perspective, it does not make much difference whether an 
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accident like the one of May 7th was caused by a technical fault or 

by an inappropriate use of the technology by the human driver; 

what matters is whether designers and policy-makers could have 

prevented the accident through a better design of the technical 

system (the vehicle) or the socio-technical system (vehicle + road 

+ regulations + behaviour of the human driver); 

2) Maintaining driving systems with partial autonomy like the Tesla 

autopilot under “meaningful human control” is more challenging 

than some think; from a technical perspective, the system should 

be able to respond in the right way to as many circumstances as a 

human driver would be; from a socio-technical perspective, the 

shift of control between the technical and the human agent 

should be designed by keeping into account not only the 

respective technical capabilities, but also the human psychological 

and motivational capabilities (see the section “Partial automation 

out of meaningful human control” above); 

3) The task of assessing the moral and legal responsibilities of the 

actors involved in accidents like that of May 7th may be difficult 

and may lead to morally unsatisfactory results if a new 

appropriate system of liability for this kind of accidents is not 

designed in due time, ideally before such accidents happen (see 

the sections on “Responsibility gaps” above); 

4) Whereas a zero-risk approach to transport technology would 

probably be not recommendable or feasible, at least the risks that 

fatal accidents like that of May 7th happen during the trial stage 

should be avoided; a more robust policy about “special zones” 

(see section “Responsible Innovation and special testing zones” 

above) may provide a more acceptable balance between safety 

and innovation. 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

In conclusion, based on the previous discussion, the following 

recommendations can be formulated. 

 

From a methodological point of view, we should: 

 

 embrace the methodology of Responsible Innovation and Value-

Sensitive Design, and create the conditions for interdisciplinary, 

anticipatory analyses, aimed at embedding ethical values into 

future socio-technical automated driving systems   

 adopt a more comprehensive ethical approach, aiming to:  

a) improve safety by reducing of accidents caused by human error 

but also by avoiding the introduction of new risks with a potential 

negative impact on human safety (new kinds of fatal accidents) 

b) enhance human moral and legal responsibility  

c) respect individual rights 

 

 

From a practical point of view, we should: 

 

 promote a gradual introduction of automated driving systems, 

one which starts from partial and supervised automation and 

gradually moves towards higher levels of automation 

 maintain ADS within “meaningful human control” in order to: 

a) prevent new kinds of accidents with potential negative impact 

on human safety 

b) avoid moral and legal “responsibility gaps”  

 create the conditions for a systematic testing of ADS, for instance 

by a strong policy of “special zones” 

 develop appropriate legal constructions to regulate the legal 

liabilities of different actors involved in the design and use of ADS 

 promoting ADS that do not penalize vulnerable road users, and 

are accessible to underserved groups (technologically and 

financially)  

 promoting ADS that respect privacy by design 
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